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â€œChildren, the knowledge that I am passing to you is precious and must be carefully guardedâ€¦â€•

After centuries of being hidden from human sight, the Flower Fairies allowed Cicely Mary Barker a

glimpse into their enchanted fairy world in Fairyopolis. Now you can continue the adventure with this

spectacular new novelty book where every page unlocks the secrets behind the magical places the

fairies call home. Five eye-popping spreads include intricate three-dimensional pop-up images of

flowers and trees that magically open up to reveal the secret homes of the fairies. Lift-the- flaps,

booklets, maps and other ephemera provide interactive fun on every page leading up to a stunning

surprise on the final spread. Choking Hazard (1); Not for children under 3 years.For full text of

warning label click here.
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Cicely Mary Barker was born in Croydon, South London in 1895 and died in 1973. She found

international acclaim as an artist with her delightful Flower Fairies books the first of which, Flower

Fairies of the Spring, was printed in 1923.

HOW TO SPOT A TREE FAIRY  I have discovered, to my occasional discomfort, that the more



mischievous treetop fairies find it amusing to rain acorns, nuts and berries down upon the heads of

unsuspecting humans! My advice: keep your wits about you and wear a sturdy hat during woodland

walks.  Use your ears as well as your eyes. On windy days the fairies love to perch at the end of

branches, enjoying the sensation of the wind blowing all around them. If you listen carefully you

might hear their tinkling laughs.  If you are walking by a tree, you may hear a sudden twittering of

birds. This could be a warning signal to let the fairies know of your presence. Fairies do not like

humans venturing too close to their homes, and their feathered friends know to alert them if we are

nearby.

This book is a treasure. It is beautiful beyond words and ignites the imagination of any child. The

quality is absolutely excellent and the pop ups are quite intricate so it needs to be handled with care.

I think this book would be excellent for ages 3-10 (yes, it's a wide range but that will depend upon

the child's personality.) I gifted this book to my niece for her 6th birthday (along with a unicorn and

fairy wings) and she absolutely adores it. All the girls and even the boys at the party gathered

around completely captivated admiring this magical gem. I have shared some photos so you can

see the beauty as well as the size of the book.

Let me preface this by saying that this is one of the most beautiful books I've ever seen. The

pop-ups and art work are simply stunning! Lots to look for, and little surprises everywhere. So here's

the reason for only 4 starts instead of 5. I have had 2 books in a row that both have issues with the

pop up on the last page. The corner of the pop-up camera slips/tears out of the tab that attaches it

inside the book. I thought the first book was just a fluke, so I got a replacement. Second one has the

same issue, and I took a lot of care in opening the page to make sure I wasn't tearing it myself. So

instead of sending it back again and hoping for a good copy, I'm just going to attempt to glue/tape it

myself. I'm thinking there is just a mistake in production with that last page. Over all, this is still an

awesome purchase and I know my daughter and I will have lots of fun reading it together.

What a BEAUTIFUL BOOK. I got this for my granddaughter's birthday. I themed the birthday around

fairies and combined this book with others: Flower Fairies Art and Activity Book, Fairy Wings ( a

storybook by Lauren Mills and Dennis Nolan) and The Complete Book of Flower Fairies by Cicely

Mary Barker. I found cake decoration Fairies ( by Barker) as well . And  has the Barker story movie

we can watch as well.But this book was the highlight. It is like a coffee table book, that size and that

quality. The pages are pop-ups done to perfection and simply beautiful. It will be a delight for her to



revisit this gift for years to come and is definitely a keepsake item to remind her of this birthday even

when she grows old. Really delightful.

My daughter has spent many minutes staring at the pages of this book. She loves it. She searches

for each fairy and watches them to see if they move. It is so cute. I would definitely buy more of

these books.

This book is awesome if you and your little ones love fairies! My 3 year old great granddaughter and

I found a fairy book at a local bookstore. It was filled with pop up pages and little pop open doors.

We were hooked! She loved it and so I looked to  for more of the same. Thankfully I found Cicely

Mary Barkers' "HOW TO FIND FLOWER FAIRIES"! It was just what we were looking for! Each page

has a beautiful full pop up so your little one can look through, under, around, behind and find fairies

galore! My great grand loves it and has to read it every night before bed. We have not been

disappointed and would highly recommend this book if you love pop ups and fairies!

This is a brief video that shows you this beautiful pop-up book.

This book is achingly beautiful, it's big, and very "fancy". The pop ups are amazing, and my

daughter and I love searching through all of the hidden doors and spots for fairies to hang out. This

book is really magical, especially for a little girl who believes in fairies!My daughter just turned 9 and

had a birthday party that was fairy garden themed and this was the perfect present to give her! She

and all of her friends LOVED it, and even my little boys enjoyed the popups.This book is just pure

beauty, plain and simple. A must have if you love pop up books or fairies or both

I loved the artistic way the pop-ups portrayed the delightful habitats of the magical and fantastic

fairies! I saw beauty on every page and imaginatively "went there" on my journey throughout these

pages! I often go inside this book when I need a respite from the stress of everyday life! This book,

itself, has become magical for me!!! Love it!
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